
 MIGRATION
Migration is when the people don’t stay in their hometown 
or country. They  sometimes go to live in a different place.
There are different types of migration and people migrate 
for a lot of different reasons.



There were some waves of migration.From 1861 to 1914 after the Unification of Italy 
the italian

VOLUNTARY/FORCED MIGRATION
A lot of people choose to migrate. Some of them migrate for economic 
reasons, a better job and a better life conditions. They often  want to be 
nearer to their family and friends. This is VOLUNTARY MIGRATION. 
Sometimes people don’t choose to migrate. They often move for political 
and environmental reasons. Some people migrate because there is a war in 
their country or a natural disaster. We call this people refugees. This is 
FORCED MIGRATION. 
Some people also have to migrate when there is a severe economic crisis  
in their country and they can’t find work.

INTERNAL/INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION
People often migrate to a different place in the some country. This is an 
internal migration.
Sometimes people migrate to a different country. We call this international  
migration.



There were some waves of migration.From 1861 to 1914, after the 
Unification of Italy, the Italians were very poor and most of them travelled 
to America international migration stopped during World War I.After the 
war a lot of people left Italy.At the end of World War II trere was another 
wave of migration. A lot of families went to other countries. But not 
everyone stayed in their new country: they returded to Italy.

WAVES OF MIGRATION



    MAADI  CONVENTION

-THE UMANITY HAS NO BORDER.
-There are some poor countries: Eritrea, Etiopia, Somalia and Sudan.
-That countries are between Indian Ocean and Red Sea.
-There are two types of migration: internal and international.
-The children under five year aren’t considered born.
-In Africa the life is short for hygienic conditions.
-The  refugees are people that don’t choose to migrate.
-There are a lot of refugees in the world.
-In Sudan there are a lot of civil wars.
-A lot of people are forced to migrate.
-Refugees usually migrate on small boads.The journeys are very dangerus 
and many people die.
-In Sudan there aren’t many schools and hospitals.
-The toilette is a circolar building.
-Gratuity arm:is a word that consist of doing an action without return.
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